Chipping Sodbury School
Policies and Other Documents

ANTI - BULLYING POLICY
Rationale
The potential for bullying exists in all schools and may be defined as the intentional hurting of
one person by another, where the relationship involves an imbalance of power. This bullying
could be verbal, emotional, physical, damaging of property, racist, sexual, homophobic, cyber
or any other action this is likely to result in a lowering of self-esteem. We aspire to be a
school in which bullying does not happen, a school in which all are respected, a school in
which everyone takes responsibility to deal with bullying, a school in which every individual
possesses the integrity to never bully another.
Our policy and approach is underpinned by the British values of mutual respect, democracy,
the rule of the law, individual liberty and tolerance of those of different faiths and beliefs.

Purposes






To enable all students to make their full contribution to school life
To deal with the causes of bullying as well as the consequences
To engage all members of the school community in preventing bullying
To achieve consistency in dealing with bullying
To help students recognise and deal with bullying; both in and outside school

Guidelines
















Students will be provided with the opportunity to understand what is meant by bullying
The curriculum will provide students with the opportunity to understand the causes
and consequences of bullying, specifically through the teaching within the Life
curriculum
The assembly rota and themes will contain the school values and an explicit antibullying item
Students will be made aware of how their own actions may affect a bullying situation
Students will have the opportunity to learn to accept the differences which make us
individuals
The school will seek to create a climate in which students themselves actively
discourage bullying
Students will view the reporting of incidents of bullying as being responsible, rather
than telling tales
Members of staff will treat all accusations of bullying seriously
Children with SEN or disabilities can often lack the social or communication skills to
report such incidents so it is important that staff are alert to the potential bullying this
group faces and that their mechanisms for reporting are accessible to all
Action will always be taken to deal with reported incidents with the aim of preventing
bullying from recurring, see Appendix 1 Bullying issues procedure flow chart for SST
and Appendix 2 Bullying issues procedure flow chart for staff
All parties to an accusation will be informed of any action taken
The school will ensure that victims are offered support. This might be in the form of a
referral to the Student Support worker, a peer supporter or a circle of friends piece of
work with the House Co/ HLTA
School staff will take action if incidents of bullying that happen outside school are
reported to them but can only impose sanctions if the students are under the lawful
control of the school
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A member of staff may seize a mobile phone and examine data or files where there is
a good reason to do so. There is no need for parental consent.
For guidance on interviewing students, see Appendix 3
Serious or complex issues of bullying need sensitive and on-going support, for
guidance see Appendix 4
This policy will be reviewed in consultation with students and parents
Staff development opportunities in relation to dealing with bullying will always be
given serious consideration
Bullying will be monitored and evaluated to inform the review of this policy
The bullying survey and other student voice activities will inform the monitoring and
evaluation of the policy
For specific overview of the school’s response to poor behaviour, bullying and antiequality issues refer to Appendix 5 Overview and Causal grid

Conclusion
The effective implementation of this policy will enable all students who attend Chipping
Sodbury School to feel safe and secure, both physically and emotionally, throughout their
secondary school education. They will also be able to talk openly about incidents of bullying
that may occur and develop coping strategies for the future should the need arise.
Related policies
Anti-Equality Policy and Action Plan
Child Protection policy
Safeguarding policy
E-safety policy
Related documents and Appendixes
Appendix 1- Bullying Procedures for SST
Appendix 2- Bullying Procedures for staff
Appendix 3 – Guidance on interviewing students
Appendix 4- Guidance for investigating a serious or complex issue
Appendix 5- Overview and causal grid
Student Anti Bullying Leaflet
Committee:
Approved:
Version:
Review:

School
1.2017
October 2019
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CHIPPING SODBURY SCHOOL
BULLYING PROCEDURES FOR SST

START

Incident arises:
e.g Approached by victim or
witness, phone call/letter from parent,
reported by MOS, counsellor, friendship group or
peer mentor, website, e-mail, text

Is it Racially
motivated ?

Record in SIMS under L4 Anti
Equality
LA will be informed via Sentinel
Check Anti Equ Policy

Y

N
Interview student and record details on SIMS.
Interview alleged bully and other witnesses.
Record all actions taken and make a professional
judgement regarding allegations

RE-CODE the original incident on
SIMS and follow the usual
behaviour
management procedures

N

Do the details of
the event support a
bullying allegation?

Y
Is the student’s
personal safety
at risk?

N
Depending upon the strategies
and interventions agreed the
timescale for monitoring and
review might vary tremendously.
Ensure students and parents
clearly understand the rationale
behind any timescales and any
mid—point reviews are recorded

Parents kept informed
throughout the process by
the named member of staff.
ST / Headteacher
responsible for recording
action on SIMS from this
point onwards

Y

The student/s must be kept
under supervision at all times
and a safe haven
arranged.
Parents of both parties must be
contacted and if necessary
arrangements made for
student/s to be
collected

Enter further details of action on
SIMS using L4 Bullying
Contact parents to share information
Discuss and agree strategies and
interventions with student/s and
parent/s AGREE TIMESCALE FOR
MONITORING AND REVIEW
AND NAMED MOS
RECORD ACTION
If problems persist beyond the agreed
monitoring period refer to ST link
If problems persist refer to the
Headteacher
If problems persist refer to Governors

STOP
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ST link follows discipline
procedures and refers to
additional external agency support
as required
Headteacher and / or Governors
follow discipline procedures
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CHIPPING SODBURY SCHOOL
PROCEDURES FOR DEALING WITH BULLYING ISSUES

START

Incident arises:
e.g Approached by victim or
witness, phone call/letter from parent,
reported by MOS, counsellor, friendship
group or peer mentor

Re-assure student
Treat it seriously
Talk to student but do not
guarantee confidentiality

Is it Racially
motivated ?

Enter incident/contact on
SIMS using L4 code
Follow guidance and
SEND TO – House Co

Y

N
Enter incident on SIMS
following usual
procedures and use of
appropriate code

N

Does it fit our
definition of
Bullying ?

Y
Is the student’s
personal safety
at risk?

Y

N
Enter incident details on SIMS
L4 Bullying
(if you are unable to record
immediately, keep some brief notes
of what was discussed and record
asap)

SEND TO – House Co, copy
in DSL and deputy DSL

For details of the procedures for
dealing with the Bullying incident
once it has been reported please
see separate guide.
Procedures for reported
bullying incidents—guidance
for SST and ST

Take responsibility for the incident
until you are confident the
incident has been picked up.
DO NOT ASSUME—CHECK!

STOP
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Contact the DSL/deputy DSL.
The student must be kept under
supervision at all times and a safe
haven.
Arrange contact home
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Appendix 3

Protocol for responding to and interviewing students
This guidance can be applied to any incident resulting in the need to interview
a student, such as a behaviour incident, personal issue or child protection
concern.
Do……


Be accessible and receptive



Listen carefully and ask open questions to clarify the situation. eg “can
you tell me what happened” “describe what happened”



Use mirroring techniques to clarify facts



Take it seriously e.g “This is very serious” “I’m glad you have told me”



Reassure the pupil



Prepare them for the fact that you must involve others



Explain that we can never guarantee confidentiality, but will support
them in telling the right people



Make a careful record of what was said using their own words



If in doubt, seek the support of another colleague. E.g a male MOS
interviewing a female student

Don’t….


Interview pupils in public



Jump to conclusions



Try to force the pupil to disclose – let them talk



Speculate or accuse anybody



Ask any leading questions whatsoever or any questions requiring YES/NO
answers



Make promises you cannot keep



Try to solve everything yourself. When the facts are established pass on
more serious concerns
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Appendix 4

CHIPPING SODBURY SCHOOL
Procedure for dealing with a serious or complex issue

If a member of staff is in any doubt then he/she makes
an immediate referral to any member of the Senior
Team/DSL/deputy DSL.

Senior team member /DSL/deputy DSL makes an initial
investigation of the situation, urgently. Decision taken
about the nature of the issue.

STANDARD ISSUE

Senior Team member/DSL/deputy DSL provides
appropriate briefing for HoH and House co. The HoH or
the House co is now the named contact for the
situation. This person logs details of the incident on
SIMS.

Logs issue in usual
manner on SIMS and
takes appropriate
action.

COMPLEX or SERIOUS ISSUE

HoH colleague coordinates investigation utilising
House Co, tutor and other staff resources as
appropriate. Records of conversations and outcomes
must be recorded.
For students on standard Witness Forms
For any other it should be in the ‘Comments’
section in the original log on SIMS with a date and
the name of the person involved/logging.
The DSL maintains an overview and decision making
role as to the direction and outcome of the investigation
and communicates as appropriate with parties
concerned.

DSL briefs HT. Joint decision making about
investigation outcome. Appropriate communication to
parties involved.
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Appropriate
feedback is given to
interested parties.
(students, parents,
colleagues and
others.)

Appendix 5
Chipping Sodbury School
Overview of school response to behaviour, bullying and equality issues

Causal issue

Physical
eg kicking, hitting, pushing,
taking and damaging
belongings, inappropriate
sexual contact
Verbal
eg. name calling, taunting,
mocking, offensive
comments including those of
a sexual nature, threats
Relationship
eg. excluding people from
groups, deliberately
ignoring, gossiping,
spreading rumours
Cyber
eg. inappropriate text
messaging, phone calls, use
of digital visual images
inappropriately,
inappropriate use of chat
rooms / e-mail / messenger
services

School
Response

Reacting and
responding

Poor behaviour

Use of school 4 Levels of
Consequence and appropriate
Interventions
Determining details of events at
Levels 3 and 4 accurately by
listening and recording the
perspectives of all parties

Bullying

Anti-Equality
(eg race, gender, homophobia,
disability discrimination)

Level 4 consequence and appropriate
Interventions.

Level 4 consequence and appropriate
Interventions.

Ensure victim is safe and secure

Ensure victim is safe and secure

Determining details of events including
participant roles
(assistant to the bullying, reinforcer,
outsider – silent approver and defender)
accurately by listening and recording the
perspectives of all parties.

Determining details of events including
participant roles accurately by listening
and recording the perspectives of all
parties.

Contact with parents/carers providing a
named member of staff who will lead the
school response.
Person doing the bullying takes
responsibility and makes amends

Contact with parents/carers providing a
named member of staff who will lead the
school response.
Person doing the discrimination takes
responsibility and makes amends

Causal issue

Remote provocation
eg. manipulation and
encouragement of others

School
Response

Prevention

Passive Provocation
eg. member of a group
encouraging poor behaviour,
bullying and anti-equality
situation

Poor behaviour

Regular briefing of students
regarding expectations around
the 4 school values eg
assemblies, tutor programmes,
Life curriculum
Use of database log of incidents
to identify patterns of
inappropriate behaviours AND
where such patterns indicate a
likelihood of a bullying situation,
to investigate further as per the
adjacent column

External factors
eg. physical, verbal,
relationship or cyber issues
from outside school brought
into school
Supporting and
Monitoring

At a whole year level through ICT
database log of incidents
All members of the school
community to report where there
is a concern about others and
their welfare AND for school staff
to log such concerns.

Bullying

Anti-Equality
(eg race, gender, homophobia,
disability discrimination)

Regular briefing of students regarding
expectations around the 4 school values
eg assemblies, tutor programmes, Life
curriculum.

Regular briefing of students regarding
expectations around the 4 school values
eg assemblies, tutor programmes, Life
curriculum.

Student briefings re their understanding of
their potential roles in bullying
environments.

Student briefings re their understanding of
the importance of not being discriminatory
towards others.

Use of database log of incidents to
identify patterns of bullying behaviours
and where recurrent further action
instigated.

Use of database log of incidents to
identify patterns of discriminatory
behaviour and where recurrent further
action instigated.

Specific monitoring at individual student
level through the use of ICT database and
by the named member of staff for an
agreed period with records kept.

Specific monitoring at individual student
level through the use of ICT database and
by the named member of staff for an
agreed period with records kept.

Identify immediate and long term support
needs for both parties eg.
 Friendship group work
 Mediation and reconciliation
 Anti-bullying counsellor
 School counsellor
 Support from external agencies

Identify immediate and long term support
needs for both parties eg.
 Specific anti-discrimination mentoring
 Support from external agencies
 School counsellor

All members of the school community to
be vigilant and where there is a concern
about others and their welfare AND for
school staff to log such concerns.

All members of the school community to
be vigilant and where there is a concern
about others and their welfare AND for
school staff to log such concerns.

